New Subscription

We have purchased a subscription to the highly authoritative Constitutional module of “Beck-Online, a German (language) full-text database, providing access to German legal resources. You can search legal magazines, commentaries, legal codes of each state and court rulings.”

Free Trial

“Annotated Legal Documents on Islam in Europe Online consist of an annotated collection of currently valid legal documents affecting the status of Islam and Muslims in Europe. By legal documents are meant the texts of legislation, including relevant secondary legislation, as well as significant court decisions. Each legal text will be preceded by an introduction describing the historical, political and legal circumstances of its adoption, plus a short paragraph summarising its content. The legal texts will be published in the original language while the annotations and supporting material will be in English” Trial ends October 18, 2019

Vlex

vlex Canada provides Canadian Caselaw and a curated selection from the Essentials of Canadian Law Series published by Irwin Law. | vlex Global provides comprehensive coverage of primary law for over 14 jurisdictions and selected coverage for more than countries.

Please e-mail law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca to borrow a book acquired in August 2019.
New Canadian Law Journal Tables of Content:

- Canadian Family Law Quarterly, vol 38(2) (July 2019)
- Canadian Public Policy, vol 45(2) (June 2019)

If you’d like to see any articles in full text, please e-mail: law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca

Brought to you by UTL

MyMedia

MyMedia provides an archival storage and streaming solution for the University of Toronto’s media content.

We provide an interface for uploading a wide array of video and audio file formats and for managing and sharing your media. All media files are re-encoded into a standard formats for web playback.

MyMedia is developed and operated by the University of Toronto Libraries.

-----

NVivo

NVivo software is designed to help researchers organize, code, and analyze qualitative and mixed methods research data. NVivo 12 Plus is under site license at the University of Toronto and is available to faculty, staff, and students at no cost. To get NVIVO, complete the form here: https://mdl.library.utoronto.ca/nvivo-12-software-license-request

On Demand RAs

We have an excellent roster of RAs on standby and ready to work! If you require short-term research assistance, please e-mail Alexia at: alexia.loumankis@utoronto.ca.

(Please note that the RAs will be paid out of the faculty member’s research funds)

---

Lexis Advance Quicklaw training for 1Ls will be held on:
October 16 at 12:30
in Room P120

---

Open Educational Resources
Grants Awarded to U of T Instructors
“UTL, in partnership with the Online Learning Strategies and Academic and Collaborative Technologies units of ITS, have awarded three UofT instructors grants of up to $3,000.00 each to support the work involved in finding and adapting existing open textbooks and resources for a U of T course”